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A Personalization System for Data Visualization Platforms
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ABSTRACT: Today dashboards are a clear factor of differentiation for decision-makers, providing critical business indicators
in useful time. They are very important data visualization mechanisms, simple to interpret, easy to deal, and fast on showing
pertinent data. Dashboards provide means for reducing time of information analysis, disposing business indicators in quite
understandable and attractive interface platforms – not the ability to evolve, to adapt by themselves to new user needs,
tendencies or preferences. In order to provide such abilities, we designed and implemented a personalization system for data
visualization platforms. All system’s services, ranging from data gathering to data profiling, were developed using a community
of autonomous agents with the ability to act together using a private data cloud as a cooperative environment. In this paper
we present how the system was conceived, its functional architecture and services, and how agents were implemented,
especially the ones related to the personalization of business dashboards.
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1. Introduction

For any decision maker, having the right information at the right time is so precious that its value cannot be determined exactly.
For a long time, companies’ managers, and decision makers in general, sought to create and maintain information systems that
enable them to get quickly and easily the most relevant information in the field of their business activities. However, such
systems are not always be prepared to satisfy such goals. Sometimes, a lot of cases raise serious difficulties in the process of
gathering and consolidating the information decision makers need, changeling the generation of a single and consolidated view
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and the creation of homogeneous business scenarios. In such cases, analytical systems assume a prominent position within
companies that are concerned about the development of their business processes, and in particular with direct competitors in
their market. As we know, these systems allow for dealing with the information in a more accurate way, supporting decision-
making activities in a very effective way.

Today, the most rudimentary analytical system offers a range of services and presentation formats so extensive and versatile
that the majority of analysis models are easily implemented and customized accordingly to the requirements of decision agents.
This ensures to get a consolidated view of corporate business models as well as allows for navigating along the several
dimensional perspectives of analysis [1]. By nature, data navigation processes are quite easy to sustain in analytical systems
due to their data storage structures characteristics – hyper-cubes –, which accommodate selective information that can be
explored in a very versatile way using a group of special operators – e.g., roll-up, drill-down, pivoting, etc. Hyper-cubes sustain
business oriented multidimensional views of data defined and maintained according to different perspectives of analysis.
However, despite their sophistication and power, these structures and operators alone are not enough to ensure all the
requirements of analysis that decision makers have.

Usually, decision-makers are users who require simple but sophisticated operational means, easy to learn and easily to configure
according to their usage. In practice, they require analytic data exploration means with intuitive interfaces, with which they do
not need to spend a lot of time performing secondary tasks, such as configuration analysis or presentation formats, just to name
a few. They want to focus on what really matters: the analysis of information and the decision-making process. One of the tools
that more evolved in this direction in recent years were dashboard systems. Today, dashboards have great popularity in the field
of decision support systems. Their simplicity and clarity in presenting and communicating relevant information have made them
a very powerful information communication tool. Nevertheless, dashboards are not yet explored in its full potential [2]. To create
a quality dashboard equal to or higher than the expected, it is necessary to understand how to define and organize it graphically,
as well as to know the context of application and preferences of its users. However, it is their ability to reflect user preferences
that makes a dashboard having more impact on the everyday lives of decision-makers.

Dashboard adaptation to usage profiles was already subject of some research and development work in the field of analytical
systems. To be successful this data visualization customization is only possible if the system has prior knowledge about users’
needs and preferences, i.e., if it has the ability to make some kind of usage profiling. There are several ways to do that. We can
use some usage questionnaires [3], usage feedback by asking user to rate the usefulness of the system tool [4], or usage
profiling by capturing and recording all actions the user had done so far in the system. With the latter technique, it is possible
to determine very concrete usage patterns, which allow for knowing the features users most use, the time they spend in
particular area of the system, or which queries they use to post. All of these can be done without being necessary to ask the user.

After a brief period of observation and requirements analysis on some decision support systems environments, we felt that
dashboards could be more practical and effective if they have some kind of ability to evolve accordingly the usage decision
makers made of them. This would be a clear advantage aspect, a real differentiation factor, especially if dashboards will have
mechanisms for acquiring and reflecting user preferences [5] [6]. However, in a typical corporat environment, decision-makers
use to get the data they need in a very diverse group of information sources or alternatively on an analytical system, if available.
Any of these data gathering processes is difficult and expensive, requiring very demanding computational platforms in part due
to the great volume of ad hoc filtering and aggregation tasks involved with. In this work we were especially interested in the
second modality of data gathering. Our main concern was to distribute every single task, ranging from data gathering to
profiling, by high sophisticated entities, and putting them working together in order to support an effective dashboard system
with adaptive abilities. The implementation of a multi-agent system [7-10] perfectly satisfies all these requirements for the
implementation of a sophisticated analytical system, providing means and characteristics that fit quite well in a real world
analytical scenario, where we face frequently a real distributed corporate data warehousing system.

In this paper we present a multi-agent system that was designed and implemented to support a personalization system for data
visualization platforms. We will discuss how agents were implemented, as well as the environment they share, and services they
provide, especially the ones related to the personalization of decision-makers’ dashboards. The paper is structured as follows.
Section 2  presents some research work related to this project. Next, in section 3, we describe how we designed the personalization
system as a multi-agent system, the agents involved with, the structures they use, and how they work on a specific dashboard
personalization process. Finally, in section 4, we present some conclusions and a few guidelines for future work.
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2. Related Work

The use of visual means to represent information is a practice that has been present for hundreds of years in several areas of
activity, ranging from academic to business [11]. It was in the late 18th century, early 19th century, that William Playfair has
created some of the diagrams that are commonly used today in the representation of information – e.g., bar graphs, line graphs
and pie charts. Despite all this, his work had no major impact while alive [12]. Currently William Playfair is known for his huge
contribution for the development of graphic techniques - for many he is the “father” of data visualization. In the following years
other types of graphical representations appeared. However, it was John Snow who first demonstrated the colossal importance
of using visual representations of information to create one of the first data visualization maps with the goal to determine the
cause of the cholera epidemic of 1854 [13]. Some years later, a nurse and statistics, Florence Nightingale, used some pie charts
to show that the leading cause of death of the British soldiers during the Crimean War (1853-1856) was the lack of hygiene in
hospitals that treat wounded in combat [14]. Later, in 1861, Charles Minard developed a new chart, mapping the tragic march of
Napoleon to Moscow [15], which was rated by Edward Tufte, in 1983, as possibly being the best statistical graphic ever. Many
other works related to the visual representation of information appeared next. However, it was only in the 20th century that
professor John Tukey, in 1977, from the Princeton University, showed the true power of using data visualization techniques as
a mean to explore and represent data [16]. But among all the works presented till then, one appeared with a great impact, the work
presented by Edward Tufte in 2001 [17].

More recently, data visualization tools have played a very important role in the field of Business Intelligence and Business
Analytics, which led to the emergence of numerous specialized solutions for data visualization. However, despite these tools
being extremely powerful, useful, and attractive, in fact they reveal some disadvantages, because often they require specialized
knowledge to be used, and do not reflect in their services users’ preferences or tendencies. Today, dashboards stand out as one
of the most efficient and popular data visualization technique. The ability they present to view various perspectives of analysis
over several information systems opened the door to numerous opportunities in the business world, in terms of analysis and
monitoring of a company [16].

One way to make data visualization mechanisms more sophisticated is using personalization techniques [18] [19]. From long time
personalization was used to receive users preferences and improve system’s behavior in general. There are many reasons that
can be used to justify personalization, but all of them aim to monetize the resources involved in business activities targeting a
higher return of investments and a better quality of service. However, in analytical systems it is not common to find solutions
incorporating personalization strategies, despite having many solutions in other application areas. For example, the application
of data mining techniques in customizing websites [20], the customization of print data in e-commerce environments [21], or the
use of customization techniques based on search contexts systems [22], are some good examples that reveal the importance of
personalization in real-world applications. Additionally, in some other cases of personalization, we found software agents
assisting users, managing personal information spaces [23], customizing information for reusing models for information system
engineering [24], or personalizing Web services [25]. Today, personalization is a key aspect on every application, as a way to
provide the means to tailor users’ needs over time on sophisticated interface platforms.

3. Personalizing Data Visualization Processes

3.1 General Overview
Usually, the activities developed by decision support systems are supported by a wide variety of data. This is required by the
nature of the various analytical perspectives of decision makers involved with. But not always the amount of data is an effective
synonymous of useful information, particularly if it cannot be transformed into business knowledge for helping decision
makers. Business dashboards are especially designed to provide to decision makers the information they need, providing a
simple an intuitive way to manipulate it autonomously and independently. To turn this possible, the most sophisticated data
visualization techniques are used to ensure expeditious means and mechanisms for handling such large amounts of data. Such
mechanisms are indeed quite important and help decision makers to do their jobs as expected. However, analytical platforms
having data visualization static configurations end to be unattractive to users, which expect a more intelligent behavior of the
system they are using. The inability to adapt to new functional requirements or to reflect the preferences of its users, for
instance, may be one of the strongest reasons that often leads to abandon some of analytical platforms. Decision-makers like to
be surprised with new data visualization proposals – e.g., dashboards, key performance indicators, or ordinary reports –, which
reveal new data (some times also with other visualization formats) prepared according to the information manipulated on
previous decision-making processes of past analytical sessions.
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The introduction of adaptive mechanisms is something that can greatly assists a data visualization process personalization,
automating data exploration processes, reducing the need to perform repetitive tasks (the most predictable tasks), and increasing
the efficiency of using the system. Thus, performing a secondary task such as configuring a dashboard, setting data formats or
filtering preferences, or defining a time period for analysis can be performed automatically by the system, giving more time to
users to refine and improve their analysis and decision making tasks. In order to provide such abilities, we modified a little bit the
conventional design of an analytical system, placing a new functional component between its platforms for data interfacing and
data processing (Fig. 1). This new component was designed in order to capture all forms of interaction between users (decision
makers) and the system itself. When a user requests to view a given set of data using a dashboard, for instance, this new
component collects a copy of the multidimensional query (MDX) produced by the interface platform, and saves it into its local
database system for further analysis. Later, this component will analyze all the queries it collected, analyzes them and identifies
pertinent data usage,such as the most requested data, the periods of greatest activity, the sequences in which the queries were
posted, or the querying preferences of the users. With this, it constructs or updates analytical user profiles.

Figure 1. System’s Functional Architecture

This intermediary platform acts as a typical middleware having the ability to “rethink” data visualization structures, based on
usage profiles. So, every time it concludes that a user (or a group of users) requires systematically a package of data in the same
period of time (just say Friday morning), using a specific dashboard or a data grid, the system will rearrange automatically the
correspondent data visualization mechanisms (metadata), launches the queries involved with to collect data in the analytics
platform, and shows the results in the moment that the period occurs again – is just like an a priori data personalization process.
To produce a component like this is a complex task and difficult to achieve. It demands a modular and incremental development
approach to receive gradually new functionalities and services that make possible to reflect the evolution of the trends and
preference of users, and ensure to handle all interactions between different systems’ components. As we know, they change a
lot over time. What is relevant or important today for a user, provably tomorrow will be not. This is quite frequent to happen in
analytical systems when supporting decision-making activities in very competitive markets. Taking this into consideration, we
decided to design and implement this component as a multiagent system [9] [10] [26], in which agents were categorized and
divided accordingly the different major tasks involved with personalizing an analytical system, namely data visualization,
profiling evaluation and personalization, and multidimensional data access.

3.2 System’s Agents
The advantages of using agents for personalizing data visualization mechanisms are various. Among them, we can refer the
possibility of modeling the adaptive data visualization system through the definition of areas of competence under the jurisdiction
of a particular group of agents that have the ability to interact with each other, solving problems together on jointly cooperation
processes. All these characteristics improve system’s functionalities as well as provide for a more robust and scalable system.
Additionally, with agents we can have a better distribution of the system’s computational resources, and improve system
performance through the provision of a set of distributed processing entities more robust, reliable, maintainable, and reusable.

System’s agents are specialized entities with specific skills and knowledge that define their competence accordingly the role
they have in the system. Essentially, they were organized into three distinct classes accordingly the major tasks of the
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system. The first class integrates the data providers, which are the agents responsible to access multidimensional data objects
in the system’s private cloud, for collecting the data to satisfy users’ queries launched through the system’s interfaces platforms.
They also store the data objects locally in a multidimensional database supported by a Mondrian server, keeping them alive as
far as analytical sessions remain active. The system allows for having several instances of these agents running simultaneously.
But this rarely happens, because these agents may attend at the same time several analytical sessions answering and satisfying
all sessions’ queries. So, we need only a single instance of these agents running on the system. Despite having access to all the
data available in the system’s cloud, these agents only collect the data to satisfy the needs of system’s users. A private data
cloud was implemented to support a global multidimensional database repository, ensuring a natural distribution of information
sources that occurs in a conventional analytical system, providing a right resource allocation in cases when the system scales,
and, of course, to sustain a conveniently mean to agents access and share analytical data.

The data visualizers constitute the second class of agents. They are responsible to support users on system’s interface
platforms providing the structure (metadata) and the data necessary to sustain every data visualization structures that are active
in the interface platforms, especially the ones related to system’s dashboard. These agents feed the interface platforms with data
sent by a data provider that answered to queries posted by the users of such platforms. However data visualizers never know
the queries that were previously sent to a data provider by an interface platform. They only know the interface platform they are
working on through a message sent by a data provider jointly with the queries’ results. Additionally, data visualizers are
responsible to monitor and communicate errors that occur on the system’s dashboards.

Finally, the third class integrates the dashboard restructurers. These are the most important system’s agents, since they are
responsible to personalize the data visualization structures of the system’s interfaces platforms accordingly the usage profiles
of the users. They act based on a predefined agenda and define the time intervals where user preferences detection and data
visualization configurations predictions algorithms will be activated. The behavior of these agents is set at the time of their
creation in the system, independently of the class to which it belongs. Their tasks are defined through a specific setup
configuration file containing the location of their data gathering agendas and the configuration of the databases they use – Fig.
2 presents an example of a configuration file of a data provider.

Figure 2. An excerpt of a configuration file of a data provider

To manage and control the system, we created two other agents: an administrator and a task monitor. Both are system administration
agents. The first one is responsible to activate or terminate the multi agent system, keeping it active, managing the insertion or
removal of other agents in the system (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. A list with all active agents in the system

The monitor has the task to report all activities that system’s agents are doing. All system’s software agents were developed in
Java and their community environment for data sharing communication and collaboration was supported by the framework
JADE [27] following the standard specifications of FIPA (www.fipa.org).

3.3 The Personalization Process
In order to demonstrate how agents automatically adapt the data visualization structures, we developed a Web based application
to receive the main system interface platform. On this platform we integrated six data visualization components in a single
dashboard, having six different segments of analysis, namely: two data grids, three charts and one geo chart (Fig. 4). All data
visualization components were developed using the Google Chart Tools [28]. These tools provide a large diversity of interactive
and personalized graphical elements that can be used on Web browsers quite autonomously without having the need of any
other computational means. The initial state of the dashboard is defined by a predefined configuration that was communicated
to the Web application by a data visualizer agent that assumed the control of the analytical session. The dashboard was
prepared according to the analytics preferences defined previously by the user, using proper credentials. The way a user acts
on an interface platform depends on the functionalities of the graphical elements located in the several segment of analysis.

Figure 4. A system’s interface platform
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In Fig. 4 we can see several labels – 1, 2, 3 and 4 – that indicate the options we have to configure an interface platform and the
graphical elements located in. These options allow for users to personalize each one of the segments of analysis. Label 1 shows
all the dashboards configurations that a user has to his disposal. Selecting one of the available configurations, automatically the
dashboards changes showing the correspondent segments of analysis of the configuration selected. Labels 2 and 3 show the
places where we can manage globally the dashboards that were defined. In the options of Label 2, we can load the initial
configuration of a dashboard (Initialization), to list all the configurations defined for a specific dashboard (configurations) (Fig.
5), and take a snapshot of the current dashboard storing it to be used later if necessary.

Figure 5.  A configuration list for a dashboard

Label 3 indicates the place where we can select the method for restructuring (e.g., top-k queries, association rules, or Markov
chains) a specific dashboard in order to personalize it. The restructuring period of a dashboard is set previously in the agenda
of each data visualization restructurer. Finally, label 4 reveals the configuration options of the individual graphical elements –
e.g., changing the query, enlarging the dashboard, or defining the chart type. During an analytical session, users can explore all
the analysis segments that are available in their current dashboards, using their own functionalities (changing the data
visualization mode) or submit new queries through a specific querying interface (changing or refreshing data). All these
operations are stored on specific event logs.

Dashboards restructurers, data visualizers and data providers support the entire personalization service. The analysis of the
log’s contents is done exclusively by the dashboards restructurers, which suggest (when possible) a new configuration for the
dashboard. Then, the new configuration is communicated to a data visualizer that informs posteriorly the user about it – the user
may accept or refuse this new dashboard configuration. As already said, dashboards restructurers use several strategies to
evaluate and suggest new configurations for dashboards.

4. Conclusions And Future Work

The personalization of an analytical system is not a simple task. Acquiring usage preferences or extract some valid knowledge
from an analytical session are tasks that are difficult to perform. However, it is possible to change some of the most conventional
features of an analytical system, in order to make it look more “intelligent” doing things in an expert way. Using a specialized
community of agents, we developed an agentbased tool that has the ability to personalize analytical dashboards based on the
preferences and tendencies that users showed during their past analytical sessions. User preferences, regular analytical operations,
and querying sequences were the “raw material” we need to personalize analytical systems and to allow for creating self-
adaptation mechanisms for analytical dashboards. The use of agents revealed to be an adequate choice. They supported well
concurrent operations and received appropriately new agents every time it was necessary to setup a new interface platform.
However, for now, this is only a prototype system. We need to test and evaluate the system in a real-world scenario using a large
number of users and greater volumes of data. Additionally, we need to design and implement new and better algorithms for user
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preferences acquisition and analytical usage profiling.
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